






1)Thermal Effects

2) Mechanical Effects



 When US travels through tissue, energy is 

absorbed by the tissue components and 

converted to heat.

Thermal     =   Treatment    X     Heating rate

Effects             Time                     per minute





 Necrosis

 Apoptosis (programmed cell death)

 Abnormal cell migration

 Altered gene expression/ teratogen

 Membrane dysfunction

 Changes in myelination

 Cell damage in neuronal cell





Higher Frequency :  less heat

Lower frequency  :  more heat



Deeper / focused :  more heat





TIs 1.0TIs o.2



TIs 0.7TIs o.2



Higher PRF/ Pulse duration : more heat





Higher exposure time / intensity : more heat



 Intensity is defined as power per unit area

 mW/cm² or W/cm²

 Power output is the total energy per unit time







1. Pulsed doppler

2. Colour doppler

3. M-mode (Time Motion modulation)

4. B-mode (Brightness modulation)



Narrow beam : more heat



Higher attenuation coefficient

Higher absorption coefficient      :   more heat

Higher acoustic impedance

( attenuation= sound energy is weakened by reflection, 
scattered, absorbed, refracted or diffracted.)







Higher tissue perfusion : less heat



 Less perfused tissues that are susceptible 

to thermal effect of US:

 Lens

 Cornea

 Tendon

 Adipose tissue



Higher protein→ higher absorption coef. : more heat



 TI= Thermal 

index



 Def: the ratio of the total system power to 
the power required to cause a 1⁰C increase in 
temperature

 TI = W⁰/Wdeg

W⁰      − the power of the machine

Wdeg – the power required to increase the tissue 
temperature by 1⁰ 

 To estimate temperature increase associated with 
an US beam

 eg: TI 10  →  temp rise of 10⁰C



 TIs- soft tissue TI

 TIb- bone TI    

 TIc –cranium TI  →neonatal brain/ where bone 
is superficial



 Diagnostic US ( Food & Drug Adm)

TIs 2.2-2.3

TIb 2.8

Tic 3.0



1)Thermal Effects

2) Mechanical Effects



Ultrasound energy interact with 

microbubbles

Acoustic cavitation

Mechanical Forces

Shear force                                Pressure change

Free radical production





Acoustic

Cavitation

Inertial

Cavitation

Noninertial

Cavitation

Symmetric

Asymmetric



•Mechanical  injury

•Shear force

•Internal thermal 

damage

•Highly reactive 

chemical intermediates



•High velocity liquid jets

•Direct mechanical damage

to tissues



Acoustic

Cavitation

Inertial

Noninertial

Symmetric

Asymmetric



Repetitive bubble 

oscillation

Microstreaming

+

Mod. bubble cavity 

growth





 Produces 

transient 

pores

 Increase cell 

mbr

permeability



 Very little physiological effects



 MI = mechanical 

indices



 MI describes the relationship between 
cavitation formation and acoustic pressure

 MI is defined as the max value of the peak 
rarefactional negative pressures divided by 
the square root of the acoustic center 
frequency

MI    =  -----
√f

Pr



 MI gives an estimation of the risk of 
the mechanical effects ( nonthermal
effects),in relation to the intensity

− the potential to induce cavitation & 
streaming

o MI is important for gaseous bodies:neonatal
lung, bowel, US contrast agent

eg: (BMUS safety guide line)

 MI > 0.3 = risk of capillary bleeding in 
neonatal lung & intestine

 MI > 0.7 = cavitation risk in US contrast 
agent







US induced 

endothelial damage        →        thrombus formation

Asymmetric Acoustic Cavitation



 US facilitated an influx of Ca⁺⁺ in fibroblast, &

 efflux of intracellular K⁺ ions

Acoustic microstreaming



Hypotonicity low intensity US

(146 mOsm)         +            (0.5 W/cm²)

Cell necrosis



US 20MHz

Inactivate enzymes

+

Free radical production

Cellular injury



Doppler mode 3MHz

↑antioxidant enzyme 
activities

(rat fetal liver & brain)

B mode 4MHz

↓antioxidant enzyme 
activity

(fetal brain)

Alteration of antioxidant enzymes conc. may  

either protect against or further exacerbate US 

induced free radical damage



30min US exposure at 
ISPTA1.2W/cm²

↑heat-shock protein 
production

Neuroprotective effect



15min US exposure at 
ISPTA1.2W/cm² at 40°C

↓in somite numbers
(somite- bilaterally paired blocks of mesoderm in the 

vertebrate embryo, develop into muscle & vertebrae)



 Affect cell regeneration

 Reduced leukocyte production

 Synaptic vesicles clumped ( 300W/cm²) 
for 0.5-3s





 A small increase of sister chromatic exchanges 

(SCE) in Chinese hamster ovary cells when 

exposed to high intensity US

( SCE – exchange of genetic material between 2 identical sister 

chromatic)

 However Miller cannot  verified this his in  study



 Evidence of cell mutation

 Due to increased free radicals production and 

their action on nuclear material



 Low frequency US → inertial cavitation → free radicals 
formation → cause double strand helical fractures → 
nonspecific DNA degradation





 Rats exposed to US showed more vocalization 

and escape respond 

 Low intensity US irradiation may influent the 

emotional behavior but not the cognitive 

behavior



 Prenatal exposure to US showed 

developmental delay 

 No changes in physical dev or dev of orienting 

behavior

 But immobilization stress may contributed to this 

different



 Prenatal US exposure did not cause gross 

developmental abnormalities in monkey 

except of an increase in muscle tone



 Prenatal US exposure does not cause postnatal  

congenital malformation and neurobehaviour

effects when used at recommended intensity 

levels



 From animals study, it remain unclear 

whether US contributes directly to 

genetic aberrations





 297/ 1907 infants whose mothers had 

undergone US guided amniocentesis had 

abnormal grasp and tonic neck reflexes

 No other differences in motor, sensory, or other 

reflexes respond



 Retrospective study on children with and 

without in utero US exposure over a 4-yr period

 The incidence of dyslexia was modestly 

increased in children exposed to in utero US, 

otherwise no other biologically significant 

differences



However, Salvesen KA and colleagues 

subsequently reported in two studies, that the 

in utero exposure to US does not increase the 

incidence of dyslexia. 



 The children with delayed speech had a higher 

rate of US exposure



 Salvesen concluded that US exposure in utero is 

not associated with delayed speech in  

children



 Multiple prenatal US imaging and Doppler 

flow examination was associated with a small 

increase in the incidence of low birth weight.



 Newman f/u the children up to 8 yr old

 A delayed in language & speech dev at 1 yr 
in US exposed children

 But the differences was not observed during 
later development



 AIUM consensus in 2008 concluded that there 

was insufficient evidence of a direct link 

between US exposure in utero and 

subsequent biologic consequences in 

neonates & children





 US exposure (35W/cm²) to the animal lumbar plexus at 
room temperature  for 4.3s and at 1-2°C for 7.3s causes 
hind limb paralysis

 Histologic analysis 

- neuronal and myelin destruction in the spinal cord

-axonal degeneration,chromatolysis, pyknosis & 
clumping of myelin in the peripheral nerve & cauda
equina

(Chromatolysis- disintegration of the Nissl Bodies in a nerve cell body; 

Pyknosis- degeneration of cell nucleus)



 US exposure to the dorsal nerve root  causes 

disruption of nodes of Ranvier and 

demyelination



 Reversible changes in conduction velocity 
& compound action potential, related to 
Na⁺⁺ & K⁺ channels open with increase in temp. ( 
Young RR et al, reversible block of nerve conduction by US. Arch neuro 1961)

 Increase in US intensity inactivate stretch sensitive 
channels and decrease the compound AP. (Tsui PH et al:In vitro 
effects of US with different energies on the conduction properties of neural tissue, 
Ultrasound 2005)

 Highly focused US decreased presynaptic
activity and increased dendritic field potentials 
in hipocampal slices. (Bacthtold MR et al,:Focused US 
modifications of neural circuit activity in a mammalian brain, US Med 
Biol 1998)



 Crush injury of the rat tibial nerves were exposed to 
US thermotherapy of 0.5 or 1.0 W/cm²

 Recovery rate of the nerve conduction velocity and 
compound action potential in the tibial nerve treated with 
US of 0.5 W/cm² were significantly faster .



 Injured rat sciatic nerves when exposed to 

therapeutic US showed histologic evidence of 

regeneration including increased nerve fiber 

density, prominent Schwann cell nuclei, and 

myelin formation



 Therapeutic US on ulnar nerve:

- ≤ 1.9 W/cm² = ↓ temp & ↓ nerve conduction velocity (NCV)

- ≥ 1.9 W/cm²  =↑ temp & ↑ NCV

( Madsen PW Jr, Gersten JW: The effects of US on conduction velocity of peripheral nerves, 

Arch Phys Med Rehabil 1961)

 Bimodal distribution in US-induced NCV

• 1 - 2 W/cm²  =  ↓ NCV

• ≤ 0.5 W/cm² =  ↑ NCV

• ≥ 3  W/cm²   =  ↑ NCV
(Farmer WC: Effect of intensity of US on conduction of motor axons, Phys Ther 1968)



 No documented US-induced biologic 

consequences in patients during use for RA.

 Coupling gel reduced the thermal effects

 Use of B-mode US

 Frequent transducer movement & 

adjustment

 Conduction of heat by the needle

 Heat dissipation by blood vessels close to 

nerves



 USGRA appears to be relatively safe



 Collagen in the cornea and lens are 

efficient absorbers of US energy and 

have the potential to increase in temp.

 Prolonged exposure may produces 

cataract



 Focused US exposure( 3 & 7 MHz at peak 
intensity of 58 & 135 W/cm²) can cause

- transient chemosis

- Conjunctiva injection

- corneal clouding

- lens opacities

- reduction in intraocular tension

- destruction of the ciliary body



 High frequency US (> 50 MHz) for ant chamber 

imaging

 Theoretic concern for thermal effects at this 

frequency 

 But this energy is rapidly dissipated, and 

exposure is usually only a few second





 US induced lung hemorrhage is common 

in experimental animals, but not in 

human

 However, neonates & patients with 

pulmonary disease may be theoretically 

vulnerable to this process



 Core temperatures of experimental 
animals are different from those of 
human

 Restraint animals is a known teratogen

 Unrecognized maternal or congenital 
disease or toxin exposure

 Experimental models and methods 
varied substantially between studies

 Lack of standardized US exposure 
protocols

 Use of baseline anesthesia 





 MI = mechanical 

index

 TI= Thermal 

index





 Limiting the US exposure time 



 Output Display Standard (ODS)



 ALARA ( as low as reasonably 
achievable) by AIUM 



 Limiting the US scanning time in 
fetus 



 World Federation of US in Medicine and 

Biology (WFUMB)

 British Medical US Society

 European Federation of Societies for US 

in Medicine and Biology (EFSUMB)

 Australian Society for US in Medicine 

(ASUM)

 The American Institute of US in Medicine



 No confirmed biological effects on 

patients or operators caused by 

exposure to diagnostic US that complies 

to FDA regulation

 ……minimizing the exposure time is 

probably the single most important 

factor…

 …..current data indicate that the benefit 

outweigh the risks.









(In collaboration with Malaysia SIGRA)


